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Masterfully Created in Italy
For decades, NICOLETTI CALIA's in-house design team have been 

creating beautiful, innovative and outstanding award-winning furniture, 
built to the highest international standards.

It’s at the forefront of Italian furniture design
From initial concept to design development, all NICOLETTI Collezioni furniture designs are created by  
NICOLETTI CALIA's in-house Italian design team. The starting point for every NICOLETTI Collezioni furniture piece 
starts with a series of questions. Who is it for? What kind of space do they live in? If their life changes, how can their 
furniture change too? With all this in mind, the in-house design team get to work. Tried and true handcrafted methods 
are used along with innovative and experimental methods. Designs are refined until a sofa, lounge, or bed worthy 
of the NICOLETTI CALIA name is produced. It’s an approach that has served us well, and has resulted in category-
defining modular sofas, as well as numerous industry awards.



Padova.
Elegant and graceful, the Padova sofa is a classic addition 
to any living space. Its thin legs and subtly angled arm 
rests give it a sophistication that supports its flexibility. Its 
moveable headrest design offers numerous possibilities to 
suit your disposition. And it’s  so indulgently relaxing; sink 
back into the overly padded cushions while being supported 
by Nicoletti’s patented webbing system. Padova is proof that 
elegance never goes out of style.

Also available in a generous chaise sectional.



It’s something exclusive to NICOLETTI Collezioni. That moment of realization as you experience the distinctive style, unique 
flexibility, enlightened innovation, passionate attention to detail and, of course, sumptuous, blissful comfort. This is furniture 
thoughtfully designed for you, and for a lifetime. After all, we believe that timeless design should not only look beautiful always, 
but last a long time as well. It’s this kind of thinking, this relentless focus on the highest standards of durability, comfort, 
versatility and style, that has driven NICOLETTI CALIA Sofas from the very beginning. It’s why you’ll love coming home to 
NICOLETTI Collezioni sofa.

It’s all in the name.
NICOLETTI Collezioni: PADOVA Sofa



A luxurious and flexible motion sofa that surrounds you in comfort

When your reclining needs change, the Padova sofa can change along with you. The comfort adjusting headrests and pillow 
padded armrests demonstrate the ergonomic support and modern ingenuity of this irresistible seating and their adjustable 
inclines will enable you to to discover a world of comfotable fexibility.

It’s a world of flexible comfort
NICOLETTI Collezioni: PADOVA Sofa 



It’s beautiful, from every angle
A ubiquitous component of seating distinction, the Padova sofa or sectional will live infinitely within each home 
as a soft place to fall after an arduous day, a gathering place to converse with friends and family, and the first 
brush stroke upon a domestic backdrop, setting the tone for the portrait of your home’s interior décor. 



Padova. Sectional

A contemporary take on mid-century 
elegance, the dynamic PADOVA Sectional 
allows you to enjoy Neo’s classic lines in an 
extraordinary array of configurations. With the 
flexibility typical of a NICOLETTI Collezioni 
furniture, you’ll find PADOVA at home in any 
situation and stunning from every angle. 
Naturally, its beautiful looks are nothing 
without exceptional lasting comfort too. 

Also available as a RAF sectional.



The Padova is a surprisingly thoughtful sectional that offers a cool, retro-inspired look in a  compact size, yet with 
unexpected flexibility in arm and headrests. Padova’s classic lines, motioned headrest and arm its above titanium legs are 
certainly lovely to look at, and its ability to fir any small space is what makes it a pure joy to live with. Available as a right 
facing arm and left facing arm modules, it can. Padova is proof that even in a small sectional, cleverness of a NICOLETTI 
Collezioni design makes a big difference. 

It’s the epitome of contemporary luxury.
NICOLETTI Collezioni: PADOVA RAF Sectional



The comfort adjusting headrests and pillow padded armrests demonstrate the ergonomic support and modern ingenuity 
of this irresistible component and the customizable features will enable you to fashion a magnificent sofa that will reflect 
your enchanting personality.

It’s a laid-back, stretched out moment.
NICOLETTI Collezioni: PADOVA LAF Sectional



Torinese. Lounge Chair

Meet Torinese. Bursting with vivacity and innovative design, this 
lounge chair is the perfect addition to any space. Four titanium 
steel legs diagonally flaired to provide support while the striking 
tanned leather in deep red wraps around a beautiful low-profile 
design. Backrest sits on an angle for an elegant and ergonomic 
approach. Long, slender, squared arms provide support for 
lounging in comfort. Upgrade any space with this sophisticated 
piece for an added pop of color that is soft to the touch.

Also available in Nero (black). 



Biella. Sectional

The Biella sectional combines an elegant, yet practical design with a lean, refined profile and 
invites you to make yourself comfortable, whitle it embraces you.  Reclining and taking it easy 
with feet outstretched, or sitting cosily in a corner, enjoy the relaxation and comfort offered by 
this beautiful, sleek sectional. One striking feature of the Biella by NICOLETTI Collezioni, is 
its 5 extra comfy adjustable headrests. Each angle to the natural form of your head and neck 
while gently resting it – truly an inspiring design. After all, your head tilts at subtle positions, 
just like the Biella headrest. 100% tanned Italian leather upholstery. Nonchalant and soft, the 
padded cushions make a wonderful contrast to the angled arm and titled ergonomic back of 
the sofa while the thin metal legs emphasize both the geometric character and sleekness as a 
floating character.

Also available as Right Arm Facing (RAF). 



Veneto. Motion Reclining Sectional

Recline into luxurious comfort with the Veneto motion reclining 
sectional. Features adjustable headrests with a recliner 
footrest, reclining chaise - both with easy-touch motion 
technology. The reclining chair gives you just the right level of 
support for full body comfort. Sit up and relax or rest your head 
back, lounging is simple on your Veneto reclining sectional.



Amalfi. Sofa

The ultra-modern the Amalfi sofa is an edgy, comfortable, 
and great addition to any home. Comprised of Italian tanned 
leather in espresso and chromed-steel legs, this piece 
provides an alluring look. The tailored cushions have been 
overstuffed with support to aide in unwavering comfort. 



Novara. Sectional

Both the name and the shape of this soft, chaise seating evoke 
the idea of restfulness. Nap takes the idea of a comfort and 
recreates it in an extra-large, sartorial form, with seams that are 
designed to give it even more of a packed appearance, such 
as double stitching around the edges and horizontal darts. 
Extra comfort is added by the lumbar support cushion, and 
angled for the right ergonomics, and gives the sectional a tidy 
appearance that is ideal for all environs. A wooden espresso 
frame compliments the structure. It’s minimalist in design and 
almost entirely disappear from view under the sumptuous seat. 



Made to exacting standards - from high-carbon steel to  
solid wood to high density foams, designed to perform  
for the long haul.

Wooden structure covered with polyurethane foam. Spring system 
made of elastic webbing. Foam made of environmentally friendly 
polyurethane foam in various densities, covered with 100% 
polyester padding. Covering in Italian leather. All components 
include a lift-up headrest.

Because everything we do is in support of comfort.

Crafted with traditional precision, fine tuning every detail to 
capture the luxuriance and functionality needed for contemporary 
living, this breathtaking oasis of mesmerizing charm will withstand 
years of use with the unyielding strength of its solid hardwood 
construction and the taut but touchable soft top grain Italian 
leather upholstery.

It’s engineered for comfort and support

Hardwood Frame Benefits
Crafted with traditional precision, fine tuning every 
detail to capture the luxuriance and functionality 
needed for contemporary living, this breathtaking 
oasis of mesmerizing charm will withstand years of 
use with the unyielding strength of its solid hardwood 
construction and the taut but touchable soft top grain 
Italian leather upholstery.

• Durability and strength
• Kiln-dried for longer life
• Peace of mind



Frame    The solidity of our sofas is guaranteed by structures in wood made to resist various types of stress that may be encountered during 
its life. The frames are in fact handmade using first quality resistant wood (beech, pine, multilayer and faesite). Depending on the model 
steel is also used on the supporting structures.

High Density Foam Padding   The utmost care is devoted to the padding of our sofas since it is responsible for the correct posture of your 
body. The materials utilised are selected for their density and resilience to keep their shape over time. Our polyurethane don’t contain CFC 
– chlorofluorocarbons and have therefore a low environmental impact. While our polyester fibres are treated in a particular way, confer to 
guarantee a high degree of softness to give even more comfort especially to those parts of the body that are in direct contact with the sofa. 
Sometimes these fibres are combined with polyurethane foam.

Webbing: Patented High Quality Elastic Straps   High quality elastic webbings are used on the frames. These webbings are made 
especially for upholstery and, together with the padding, contributes to confer maximum comfort. The disposition of the webbing is studied 
to uniform the capacity of the structure to support the weight stress that sofas undergo and at the same time guaranteeing all the technical, 
aesthetic and quality features and conferring higher resilience and density of the seats.

When you buy Nicoletti Collezioni, you can rest 
assured knowing that the quality is second to none.

NICOLETTI Collezioni starts from an attentive selection and a minute control of the raw materials, and also the manufacturing 
process is made in order to offer a product able to defy time. The high quality standards constantly reached bind with the excellent quality  

as well as the reliability and the timely service given for the full satisfaction of our clients. The choice of the materials is also made to  
precise eco-compatible criteria to guarantee a high quality product.

FoamFrame Webbing



Luxury Materials
NICOLETTI Collezioni offers premium and luxurious leathers. All seams are double stitched for added strength and durability. 

Our leather, a natural product par excellence, is a valuable raw material that is characterized by extraordinary qualities 
of transpiration, resilience, softness, elasticity and comfort. Our hides are first quality bovine, they are chosen at the place 
of origin and worked using a process that does not alter the original characteristics but instead enhances their value and 

authenticity. Even though the leather is subjected to the finishing process, the surface patterns such as small wrinkles, veins 
and colour variations are still apparent. These are not to be considered defects but the expression of the natural design of 
the leather that is able to acquire value as it ages. The collection’s leather is wide and diversified; it is able to offer the right 

solution for every need and lifestyle.

Resilience, Softness and Elasticity

Carefully Inspected and Cut to Size Double Stitching: Made to Last.

High Quality Material



Shaping polyurethane foam means adding the softness  
that characterizes a sofa, to the sturdiness of wood.  
Our polyurethane is produce without adding CFCS, which 
makes it ecological. Lightness, breathability and outstanding 
mechanical qualities are achieved thanks to thin, hollow cell  
in the honeycomb structure.

The result of a meticulous selection of raw materials as well 
as the monitoring of each manufacturing phase to offer a 
long-lasting, time-challenging product. Our high qualitative 
standards adhered to, guarantee an excellence. The choice 
of the materials relies on clear environment-friendly criteria 
for complete customer satisfaction.

The headrests’ mechanisms produced are made from high-
quality steel that offer comfort and support. These headrests 
provide styling options and widths, while maintaining 
durability and functionality. 

Features and Benefits:
    • Optimum headrest extension provides great support
    • Styling capabilities
    • Headrest extensions made out of stainless steel

Tradition, technology and Innovation,
the hallmarks of thoughtfully crafted furniture

We are committed to always looking forward towards greater comfort, originality, versatility and connectivity. Regardless of the type of furniture, 
our inspired designers understand the way we live today and have developed a range of elegant solutions to suit your comforts. That’s why lasting 

comfort and the flexibility to accommodate spontaneity are all unique hallmarks of furniture thoughtfully crafted in NICOLETTI Collezioni.




























